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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More and more companies are interconnecting their control system networks with their corporate IT networks.  There are a variety of business reasons for this increase in interconnectivity:
Geographically dispersed systems: oil company managing refineries and pumps all over the world, reducing costs / consolidation
Improved responsiveness and cost savings: ONG Energy brokers in the US trading barrels based on 30 day-old information, Electric ISOs need real-time generation output for managing shortages, and selling excess
Business has to be agile: volatile supply and demand, just in time manufacturing
Minimize cost of maintenance: remote debugging and maintenance, cabling in an industrial environment costs anywhere between $1000 – $3000 per foot.  Some ONG organizations believe they will save billions by integrating SCADA and IP
Compliance: independent system operators must be given access to production data in real-time
Security (ironically, driving accessibility, which leads to exposure): centralize access control to minimize tampering, closed-circuit TV monitoring and VoIP to remote stations
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…to Insider Threats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the interconnection is bringing new risks, like Internet worms, to complement the known risks, like insider attacks.
Daimler Chrysler – Zotob worm - In August 2005, 13 US auto plants were shut down.  Despite professionally installed firewalls between the Internet, and the company network, the worm had made its way into the control system (probably via a laptop).  Once in the control system it was able to travel from plant to plant in seconds.  Approximately 50,000 assembly line workers ceased work during the outages.  The cause of the incident?  Malicious code introduced via a secondary pathway to the network.  The estimated cost impact was $14 million. 
Ohio’s Davis-Besse nuclear power plant in January 2003 – Slammer worm disabled a safety monitoring system for nearly 5 hours, despite belief that they were protected by firewall, due to interconnection between plant and corporate networks.  The Slammer infestation began by penetrating the unsecured network of a Davis-Besse contractor, then rode “back-door” across a T1 link between plant and corporate network that bypassed the plants firewall – some people aware of this link, while others were not.  By 9Am, users noticed slow performance on Davis-Besse business network – when worm attacked an un-patched windows server; computer engineers didn’t know of MS patch.  By 4PM, plant workers noticed slowdown on plant network. By 4:50, “congestion created by the worm’s scanning crashed the plant’s computerized display panel – called Safety Parameter Display System.  It took almost five hours to restore the SPDS
Maroochy Shire Sewage, Australia – a contractor who had worked installing the plant applied for a job to help clean up the mess he was causing by hacking into the system over 40 times and releasing raw, untreated sewage into the surrounding environment. The system operators thought it was an “unexplainable fault”. Hacker later arrested for traffic violation and found to be in possession of laptop with controller programming software installed on it and stolen radio equipment. He was convicted of 26 counts of wilfully using a computer to cause damage and 1 count of causing serious environment harm. This was one of the first cases of a targeted attack at a SCADA / Control System network.
According to the affidavit filed in support of the criminal complaint, McGraw is the leader of the hacker group, "Electronik Tribulation Army." He was employed as a security guard for United Protection Services, in Dallas, and worked the night shift, from 11:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m. at the Carrell Clinic hospital. The affidavit alleges that between April and June 2009, Jesse McGraw committed computer intrusions of several computers in the Carrell Clinic hospital building, including computers controlling the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system and computers containing confidential patient information. The HVAC system intrusion presented a health and safety risk to patients who could be adversely affected by the cooling if it were turned off during Texas summer weather conditions. In addition, the hospital maintained drugs which could be adversely affected by the lack of proper cooling. McGraw, who used the online nickname "GhostExodus," posted pictures on the Internet of the compromised HVAC system and videos of himself compromising a computer system in a hospital. 
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Abusing Modbus for Fun and Profit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re running a simulated chemical plant where we blend chemicals in a tank.  We have a drain pump, and we can manually control the speed of that pump.  The other piece of that system is this operator display panel, the HMI, which is typically physically remote from the actual process that needs monitoring.  As we see changes in the drain pump speed, we should be able to see the operator display update in real-time.  This could be done either by operator or by another device in plant that he’s controlling.  This would be one stage in a process; the drain pump in this case would be controlled probably by an application server somewhere else in the plant.  
In this stage of the process, we’re trying to maintain a constant level in the tank. In this case, our setpoint is 600.  As our drain speed goes up and down, there’s a PID loop in the controller to maintain that level at the set point.  Fill pump is run automatically, drain pump controlled by operator in this case.  Very simple process, but it’s representative of the environment our systems would work in.
The HMI uses a legacy protocol called Modbus to poll the controller and retrieve these process variables and display them.  Used to be run over a serial connection, but it’s been ported to TCP now. One of the problems with the Modbus protocol and many others in this space is that there’s zero security features in the protocol.  The key issue isL no authentication.  So we have no way of knowing whether requestor is authorized to gain access to that, or even who is sending data to it.  If you can ping that controller, you can issue commands to it.  That’s the state of the art in control systems.  Until now, they’ve been small islands of automation, very little interconnection with other systems.  Running over serial, had to have a physical serial connection to it - typically you had to be physically in front of the machine to mess with it, physical security was fine.  Now these systems are getting more and more interconnected with the enterprise network and outside as well, now running into the same types of security issues that we’ve been working on in enterprise systems.
Going to demonstrate the particular issues with Modbus here by way of simulating an attack coming in.  Could be anybody on the network.  Anywhere on the network, if can ping controller, can mess with it.  Will simulate an attack via laptop using tool called Superscan.  Simple hacking tool, downloaded it off the internet.  Going to do a ping scan of whatever range of IPs I tell it to – in this case, control system network, 10.0.2.x.  When discovers a device, will probe ports to find out what services are made available.  Like visual nmap tool.  Scan a small range so runs quickly.  Found this device on 2.201 which, as it turns out, is my PLC - tells me what services are open there.  I have an Web server, FTP server, Modbus on port 502.  I’m bored hacking web servers, I want to learn about Modbus - this is actually an exercise Byres Security gave to an intern.  All this you see in here was developed by an intern in about half a day. He went on the Internet, said what the heck is Modbus?  Finds the protocol spec at modbus.org, downloads some tools to generate Modbus traffic, what he came up with in the end was a batch file that uses netcat to spit out some traffic to the controller.
Now that I know what Modbus looks like, what can I do with it?  First thing he discovered is that he can issue a command that would modify the programming logic in this device such that the operator display is now longer showing live data fro the process, showing static values.  Operator might notice his display hasn’t updated, but only if he looks carefully.  I’m going to send a Modbus command to do exactly that.  So now if I try and increase or decrease my drain pump speed, drain pump on operator display is static.  I’m going to stop my drain pump now, device is stopped, operator things everything is cool.  Now I will send another command to crank up speed of fill pump.  PID no longer has control of this; we’re now filling that tank, and in fact, we’ll get to an overflow situation – see the alarm on the board - and still our numbers on the operator display haven’t changed.  Have a few hundred gallons of toxic chemical on the plant floor, operator doesn’t know anything about it.  Clearly Modbus has some issues.  Finally, can send a command that crashes the PLC entirely – HMI loses connectivity, first indicator to the operator that something is wrong.  Other thing about this environment is that these systems, once they’re in place, they stay this way for decades.
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Bringing Back “Security Through Obscurity”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can we do that will give some level of security without a total rebuild of the plant?  Anything you insert has to be transparent, has to not do any harm.  First philosophy of control system cyber security - first do no harm.  Hippocratic oath of data security.  So we want to provide a layer of isolation in a way that’s transparent to legacy devices.  Way we do that, we have Tofino Endboxes.  We’re potentially creating a virtual overlay that duplicates the physical network that these devices used to be attached to.  Now we have this hardened device, this Endbox, physically interposed between these vulnerable devices and the rest of the network.  And it’s transparent to device, like a bump in the wire.  The device talks through the tunnel, it doesn’t know that’s not a physical connection.  So sure enough, the tunnel is established, away they go.  What’s nice about this, again, is that it happens with very little disruption to the network.  Unplug one, plug into one, unplug the other, plug into the other. 
Will take a few seconds here for the tunnel to start up, we should see that our HMI here picks up.  Use OpenHIP tunnel because of requirement to allow these legacy devices to communicate even if they use different wireless access points.  
Need to bring my PLC back to normal operating state, cycle power on it.  Power-cycle reverses attack, restores configuration from non-volatile memory. 
Tunnel is established, HMI again polling controller, do a quick test - looking at live data.  Now this time, go back to our attack, see what we can do here.  Re-scan the network, scanning range where these devices are addressed, not finding anything.  Because my Endboxes are interposed in between.  Can find my Endboxes, scan those addresses.  Change scan from 2.201/202 to 2.101/102, looking for Endboxes, they have no attack surface.  Hardened, robust devices, going to be able to withstand attack.  Will also report back to monitoring station if attack taking place, you’ll know in real-time what’s happening, can do something about it.  HMI can still send Modbus commands to PLC, isolated from corporate network.  Running entirely in overlay, those devices not reachable.  Disappeared from network even though on same subnet, totally virtual-wire.  HMI kicking away, controller is controlling, panel is paneling, everyone is happy.  No chemicals on the floor.
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I Know What You’re Thinking…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you are wondering why you’re watching a vendor give a product demo?
And how many of you are wondering why you’re watching a Juniper engineer demonstrate Tofino endboxes?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What’s happening under the hood is just as interesting as what you see on the surface.  In addition to the HMI, PLC, and Endboxes, there’s a Juniper Metadata Access Point (MAP) and Boeing provisioning client running in Linux VM.  Metadata is anything you know about the network – could be flows, scan results, IPS events.  In this case, it’s information about network components and security policies to apply to them.  The MAP is a clearinghouse for metadata; MAP clients (provisioning client, Endboxes) can publish metadata to it, search it for specific metadata, and/or subscribe to metadata on endpoints in the network.

In this case, the provisioning client publishes metadata to the MAP to define the HMI and PLC and specify security policies that allow them to talk to each other, but do not allow external access to them. When the HMI comes into the network, it is querying for PLC, first thing HMI does is an ARP lookup.  Endboxes receive that traffic, look it up, get policy from MAP server, say I’m getting this device at 1.201, what should I do with it? They get policy back, he’s allowed to talk to 1.202. 
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TCG: Standards for Trusted Systems
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trusted Computing Group is an industry standards group focussed on secure computing (or “trusted computing”, as we prefer to call it). The TCG has more than a hundred members, including all the large vendors in high tech and lots of the small vendors as well as a few forward-thinking customers like Boeing and the NSA.  TCG works on many projects, including trusted platforms, storage, and authentication, and networking.
TCG started by defining standards for a hardware security module called the Trusted Platform Module or TPM. The goal with TPM is to make ALL of the devices we use every day trustworthy. And the only solid basis for a trustworthy device is trustworthy hardware, the TPM. Without TPM, systems are always susceptible to viruses and worms and other nasty infections. TPM lets us stop those infections and keep our devices secure.
Most of the other TCG work groups are applications of the TPM. For example, the Desktops and Notebooks group defines standards for using the TPM to make desktop and notebook PCs more secure. The Server group works on making servers more secure with TPM. The Infrastructure group defines standards for managing and supporting TPMs. Applications looks at how software applications can use the TPM. Storage works on making storage devices more secure. Authentication defines ways for users to authenticate to their TPM to get access to their PCs (like biometrics and passwords). Mobile Phone defines standards for security on mobile phones. Virtualized environments must also be secured so we have a Work Group in that area. Printers and other imaging devices handle confidential data all the time so we must make sure they cannot be infected. And finally, Network Security. That’s Trusted Network Connect or TNC, the subject of this talk.
TNC does not require a TPM to function. We recommend the use of a TPM for the strongest assurance levels but TNC does not require a TPM. TNC works with whatever you’ve got on your network and makes it all more secure.
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TNC – Trusted Network Connect
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TNC is an open architecture for network security. It’s completely vendor-neutral. Lots of vendors supporting it, as you’ll see. The original focus of TNC was NAC but now it’s really expanded to support any kind of network security coordination. TNC defines open standard for network security so that customers can take security products from several different vendors and have them work together. TNC is well established and widely used. There’s a full set of TNC standards available to all on the TCG web site, there are dozens of products that implement those standards, and hundreds of happy customers are using those products. Where does all this goodness come from? Well, the TNC standards were developed by the Trusted Computing Group or TCG, an industry standards group focussed on secure computing (or “trusted computing”, as we prefer to call it). The TCG has more than a hundred members, including all the large vendors in high tech and lots of the small vendors as well as a few forward-thinking customers like Boeing and the NSA.
So how does this NAC stuff work? It’s really quite simple. This is the TNC architecture but every NAC architecture is basically the same. On the left, you see the Access Requestor. That’s a device that’s trying to access a protected network or resource. The Policy Enforcement Point is a guard that grants or denies access based on instructions from the Policy Decision Point or PDP. The PDP is really the brains of the operation. It looks at the policy that you have configured and decides what level of access should be granted. Then it tells the Policy Enforcement Point, which executes those instructions.
There are many options for enforcement. In this slide, we’ve shown a wireless access point and a switch but many people use a firewall or a VPN gateway. Each of these has its own pros and cons so you’ll need to look at all of them and decide which is best for you. For example, a wireless access point with 802.1X can totally block unauthorized users. But it probably won’t have fine-grained access controls. That’s why a lot of NAC systems support a combination of different Policy Enforcement Points. You might want to use them together. But for the rest of this talk, I’ll keep things simple and just show a switch and wireless access point.
What about monitoring behavior? Well, there are a huge number of devices already deployed in our networks to monitor behavior: Intrusion Detection Systems, Leakage Detection Systems, and so on. The TNC architecture lets you integrate all those existing systems with your NAC system.
This integration uses a Metadata Access Point, which is basically a database that stores information about who’s on your network, what device they’re using, what their behavior is, and all sorts of other information. Your existing security systems use this Metadata Access Point or MAP to integrate with each other and with your NAC system.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TNC makes a bunch of standards; in this case, we’re only interested in one of them, the Interface for a Metadata Access Point. IF-MAP is a protocol for publishing data to the MAP and querying or subscribing to get data from it.  IF-MAP sends XML over SOAP over HTTPS (secure web connections) [show the example of XML from IC log].  Because it’s based on simple, well-understood, common Internet protocols, it’s very easy to implement a MAP client.  One TNC member company wrote a MAP client from scratch in 6 weeks and had it incorporated into shipping product (fully tested and integrated) within 6 months.  Code examples are available and there’s a strong collaborative implementer community.
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Metadata: Data About Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of standard metadata defined in the IF-MAP spec.  This metadata shows its roots – all of the items are oriented around things you know about a session connected to the network.  But the ability to create vendor-specific metadata brings IF-MAP the flexibility to expand beyond our original conception and apply to completely different problem areas.  Boeing and Byres can use vendor-specific metadata to share the security policies and other information specific to their use case.
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Attacks Are Evolving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Europeans developing toolkits to simulate SCADA-targeted malware to IOactive’s live demonstration of BlackHat of smart power meter pwnage – and these are the good guys!
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Fortunately, So Are the Defenses

IF-MAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IF-MAP allows us to take appropriate aspects of IT security and interoperably extend them to control system networks.  From location awareness (Trapeze) to data leak detection (Lumeta) to passive endpoint profiling and behavior monitoring (Great Bay) to physical security integration (Hirsch) – all these companies are TNC contributors expanding beyond our original disciplines to tackle the challenges of control system cyber security.
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Summary

Defense in Depth – Get Some!
IT Security People are Educable
Security Technology is Evolving to Address 
Control System Network Environments
Open Standards Can Help
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Resources

TCG TNC
– http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/solutions/network_security

Boeing
– http://www.boeing.com

Byres Security
– http://www.byressecurity.com
– http://www.tofinosecurity.com

Juniper Networks
– http://www.juniper.net

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/solutions/network_security
http://www.boeing.com/
http://www.boeing.com/
http://www.boeing.com/
http://www.boeing.com/
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Questions?


